Effective communication skills are critical in providing optimal outcomes for clients, patients and team interactions. Veterinary Colleges recognize the value of cultivating these skills in their graduates and many incorporate some form of communication training in their curriculum. Training resources\textsuperscript{1,2,3} for the practitioner and animal health care teams are readily available. These tools teach foundational skills necessary to effectively communicate with clients through techniques like open-ended questions, reflective listening, eliciting the client’s perspective and summarization. When learned, the skills provide a baseline for positive communication.

To evolve into an artful communicator, an understanding of the role of perception in the communication process and three additional skills must be mastered. A thorough understanding of how these components influence our connectivity and relatability to others is fundamental in developing into a superior communicator. The three skills are: Personality Preferences, Emotional Intelligence, and Generational Differences.
When communicating with others, it is essential to recognize the role that perception plays in our interactions. We must understand our own perceptions, realizing that the person with whom we are communicating also has their own perceptions. During a successful interaction, both individuals attempt to understand the viewpoints (perception) of each other, seeking common ground. As the three skills are discussed below, the reader should remember how perception can influence interactions.

As individuals, we have innate preferences which help to govern how we communicate, verbally and non-verbally and how we interact with others. These preferences are neither good nor bad. Understanding and recognizing not only your personality preferences but also those of others is critical in effective communication. Effective communicators have learned to ‘read’ other people by observing verbal and nonverbal cues. With this insight, they can modify their natural tendencies to align with other people’s preferences. In the author’s experience, this results in more effective communication with the client. The client often feels better understood, valued and is willing to partner with the animal health care team in achieving mutual goals. Outcomes include increased client satisfaction and retention. Team members involved in these communications feel empowered, more effective and have better levels of job satisfaction.

There are many personality assessment tools available to help individuals understand their own preferences. When these tools are administered to all team members, the assessments help teams understand how to respect and better communicate with each other.

"Understanding and recognizing not only your personality preferences but also those of others is critical in effective communication."

When animal health care team members become more comfortable practicing these skills with each other, they can begin to consider how to apply this knowledge in their client interactions.

For an example, consider the following: A technician is tasked with obtaining a patient history. He asks many questions and receives many answers, which he conveys to the doctor. The doctor goes into the examination room and begins a conversation with the client. During the exchange, the client adds new information or even contradicts information previously provided to the technician. When the doctor and the technician leave the exam room, the technician is upset. He exclaims “She told you different information because you’re the doctor!”. With an understanding of personality preferences, the doctor was able to explain that the client was more
Emotional Intelligence, or EQ, is defined as the “ability to identify and manage your own emotions and the emotions of others.” Identified in 1995 by Daniel Goleman, his research identified that Emotional Intelligence is comprised of five separate skill sets. The first three represent self-management skills: self-awareness, self-regulation and motivation. The final two are relationship management skills: empathy and social skills.

While there is a genetic as well as a nurture component to Emotional Intelligence, it is widely recognized that EQ increases with maturity. Furthermore, Emotional Intelligence can be learned. It requires that individuals break old habits and form new ones, focusing on the five EQ skills.

Emotional Intelligence...is defined as 'the ability to identify and manage your own emotions and the emotions of others.'

A working knowledge of all five skills is particularly important in the veterinary profession. Our clients are often stressed by factors beyond their control, such as ill or injured pets, anticipatory grief when faced with losing a beloved pet and the veterinary cost of care. Within our hospitals, we encounter not only the stresses that clients experience, but also the impact of those stresses on our animal health care teams. When combined with our foundational communication skills, Emotional Intelligence provides the tools to fully respond to our individual needs as well as those of our teammates and clients.

Generational attitudes are comprised of traits generally assessed to a timeframe during which a group of individuals, called a generation, was born and reached adulthood.
Generations are shaped by the societal forces prevalent during the time that they are reaching maturity. It is important to consider generational differences broadly, realizing that not all members of a generation align with the attributes assessed to those age categories. Factors that might influence a member of a generation to embrace different characteristics than other members of the same category include family cultural differences and the role that older generations play in the upbringing of the individual.

Consider the variation in societal forces between 1946, the beginning of the Baby Boomer Generation and 2000, the final birth year of the Millennial Generation. Baby Boomers grew up during the Vietnam War, the Civil Rights movement, and came to age in the era of AIDS. In contrast, Millennials don’t remember a world without the internet and are socially and racially more diverse than preceding generations. Many were raised in families that solicited and valued their opinions in family decisions, including major purchases and vacation plans. As such, this generation is less constrained by hierarchical boundaries in the workplace, possessing the confidence to aggressively advocate for their ideas.

Despite these disparate forces that shaped generational outlooks, there are some similarities that provide common ground. According to researcher Jennifer Deal⁷, these include:

**Similar values:** what matters most to all generations are the values that matter the most. Family is the priority for all age groups.

**Respect:** all generations want to feel respected in the workplace. The difference lies in how respect looks to the different generations. Her research uncovered that older individuals in the workforce want their opinions to be valued, whereas younger employees associated respect with having their opinions heard.

**All generations** want trustworthy leaders.

**Change** is uncomfortable for all generations.

**Loyalty** was constant across generations.

**The way loyalty looks** in the workplace does vary by generations.

**All generations** are life-long learners.

**Feedback** is important to all generations.

As we seek an understanding of how generational attitudes influence our communication, it is helpful if we consider what broad beliefs might be ingrained within a generation. Clients that are part of the Traditional generation, born before 1945, grew up in an era where authority wasn’t questioned. In the examination room, they are more willing to accept your recommendations without hesitation, as you are the expert. An artful communicator will recognize that the lack of questions doesn’t truly represent what the client might be feeling and will work diligently to partner with the client, using open-ended questions, pausing and short summaries. Another technique that will work well with a client of this generation is the chunk and check technique. This approach incorporates the delivery of small amounts of information, then checking in to ensure that there are no questions before continuing.

By using foundational communication techniques and Emotional Intelligence to support how we tailor our message considering perception, personality preferences and generational attributes we can facilitate truly effective client, patient and team outcomes.
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